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1. INTRODUCTION 

When the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) filed its motion to 

intervene in this proceeding at the last minute – approximately 10 months after 

Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. (“Columbia”) filed its initial application, and less 

than thirty minutes before the Commission’s deadline1 – RESA assured the 

Commission that its late decision to participate in this proceeding did not pres-

age future efforts to prolong this matter, asserting: “there can be no claim in good 

faith that RESA’s participation will create delay in these proceedings.”2 Now, on-

ly three weeks later, RESA wants to delay these proceedings. According to RESA, 

the recent filing of the other parties’ comprehensive stipulation requires fully re-

opening discovery, significantly extending the testimony deadline, and continu-

ing the hearing date into next year.  

RESA’s motion should be denied for the following reasons: 

 RESA participated in all of the settlement negotiations Columbia 

scheduled after it moved to intervene on September 24. 

                                                 
1  See Entry, ¶12(a) (Sept. 19, 2018) (setting a deadline of September 24, 2018, for motions to inter-

vene). 

2  RESA Reply Supp. Motion to Intervene at 5 (Oct. 4, 2018); see also RESA Motion to Intervene, 

Mem. Supp. at 6 (Sept. 24, 2018) (“RESA’s * * * intervention would not result in an undue delay 

of the proceeding.”). 
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 Because RESA attended and participated in these negotiations, RE-

SA had adequate opportunity to prepare and adjust its expert tes-

timony and issue any needed discovery requests. 

 RESA’s request to unduly delay a hearing in this case by two 

months into 2019 provides another reason to deny RESA’s inter-

vention.  

 Extensions of time to file pleadings or other papers require a show-

ing of good cause, and RESA has not made that showing to grant 

its motion to delay the procedural schedule set forth on September 

19. 

 RESA’s interest in this proceeding, “information technology to up-

grade its billing and gas scheduling systems,” is a cost and expense 

that has been historically O&M, and would not be recovered by the 

CEP Rider. 

 RESA’s last-minute request for a two-month extension to this Commis-

sion’s procedural schedule is unreasonable, unjustified, and prejudicial. 

2. LAW AND ARGUMENT 

In 2012, the Commission authorized Columbia to implement a capital ex-

penditure program (“CEP”) and to modify its accounting procedures to provide 

for capitalization of post-in-service carrying costs (“PISCC”) on, and deferral of 

depreciation expense and property taxes directly attributable to, those CEP assets 

that are placed into service but not reflected in rates as plant in service (“CEP De-

ferral”).3 In 2013, the Commission authorized Columbia to continue its CEP De-

ferral until the point where including the accrued deferrals in rates would in-

crease the rates charged to SGS-class customers by more than $1.50 per month.4 

The Commission held, in both proceedings, that it would consider the prudence 

and reasonableness of the magnitude of Columbia’s CEP Deferral and associated 

                                                 
3  In re Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. for Approval to Implement a Capital Expenditure Pro-

gram, Case Nos. 11-5351-GA-UNC and 11-5352-GA-AAM (“Columbia CEP I”), Finding and Or-

der, ¶¶ 31-32 (Aug. 29, 2012). 

4  In re Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. for Approval to Implement a Capital Expenditure Pro-

gram, Case Nos. 12-3221-GA-UNC and 12-3222-GA-AAM (“Columbia CEP II”), Finding and Or-

der, ¶¶ 11-13 (Oct. 9, 2013). 
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capital spending when Columbia sought to recover them.5 In this proceeding, 

Columbia is now seeking to recover that CEP Deferral, as well as the correspond-

ing assets to which these expenses are directly attributable (“CEP Investment”).  

On October 25, after over a month of intensive negotiations, Staff and all 

but one of the parties (including CRNGS supplier Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. 

(“IGS”)) filed a comprehensive stipulation (“Stipulation”) that endorses the crea-

tion of a CEP Rider. The rider would start “not later than Columbia’s first billing 

cycle in 2019”6 and continue through at least Columbia’s next base rate case. The 

Stipulation would allow Columbia to continue deferring expenses associated 

with CEP Investment until Staff reviews them through an annual audit and Co-

lumbia recovers such costs through an adjustment to the CEP Rider rates. And, it 

would commit Columbia to meeting with interested signatory parties “to deter-

mine the feasibility and cost effectiveness of implementing information technol-

ogy [(“IT”)] system enhancements related to commercial and industrial 

[CHOICE] customers,” and then implementing those IT enhancements “deter-

mined to be feasible and cost effective[,] prior to [Columbia’s] 2021 base rate case 

filing.”7 

According to RESA, that 13-page Stipulation necessitates a radical rework-

ing of the procedural schedule. RESA claims that it will need an additional two 

months to conduct discovery and develop expert testimony, pushing the hearing 

out to at least the second week of January, “to protect its interests that were af-

fected not only by the application * * *, but now * * * the stipulation which * * * 

includes new cost recoveries and issues not in the application.”8 But, as Colum-

bia expressed in its opposition to RESA’s motion to intervene in this case and its 

motion to strike RESA’s objections to Staff’s report of investigation (filed con-

temporaneously with this Memorandum), RESA has not shown that its interests 

are affected by this proceeding. And it has not shown good cause for throwing 

out the Commission’s procedural schedule and pushing this case into 2019. For 

both of these reasons, the Commission should deny RESA’s Motion. 

                                                 
5  Columbia CEP I, Finding and Order, at 13; Columbia CEP II, Finding and Order, ¶ 15. 

6  Stipulation at 2, ¶ 2 (Oct. 25, 2018). 

7  Id. at ¶ 12. 

8 RESA Motion to Vacate the Existing Procedural Deadlines at 3. 
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2.1. RESA has not shown good cause for delaying the resolution of 

this proceeding by two months. 

First, RESA has not justified the lengthy extension and continuance it is 

seeking. RESA notes that the Stipulation proposes a process for Columbia to re-

cover its future CEP-related costs and expenses, adjusts Columbia’s distribution 

rates to reflect recent federal tax cuts, commits Columbia to file a base rate case 

by 2021, and further commits Columbia to implement feasible and cost-effective 

IT enhancements for non-residential CHOICE customers,9 and RESA says it 

wants to address these matters at hearing. But RESA does not explain why it has 

an interest in those provisions that the Commission should hear. RESA’s mem-

bers do not even pay Columbia’s distribution rates, for example, so the adjust-

ment of those rates to reflect recent federal tax law changes will not affect them.  

More fundamentally, RESA does not explain why it needs two months to 

address those provisions of the Stipulation in which it may have a legitimate in-

terest, if any exist. RESA has known since it intervened on September 24 that it 

would be required to file expert testimony on October 29 and go to hearing on 

November 6, as was set forth in the Attorney Examiner’s September 19 Entry. 

And while the Stipulation does amend the Amended Application, RESA has at-

tended and participated in the settlement negotiations that resulted in the Stipu-

lation since it filed its motion to intervene. RESA has issued no substantive dis-

covery requests in this proceeding. Presumably, RESA spent the last month pre-

paring testimony and any necessary examination outlines for hearing. If RESA 

has properly prepared up to this point, amending its testimony and examina-

tions to address the Stipulation should not require the lengthy extensions and 

continuances RESA is seeking.  

There is no good cause for reopening discovery, which closed on Septem-

ber 28,10 at this late date. There is no good cause for extending RESA’s deadline 

for filing testimony in opposition to the Stipulation until almost Christmas Eve. 

And there is no good cause for continuing the hearing in this case until the week 

after New Year’s Day. For these reasons alone, RESA’s motion should be denied. 

                                                 
9  Id. at 4. 

10 See Ohio Adm. Code 4901:1-19-07(G) (stating that discovery in alternative rate plan proceedings 

proceeds according to the typical rules for general rate proceedings in Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-

17(B)); Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-17(B) (imposing a deadline for discovery requests of 14 days af-

ter the filing of Staff’s investigation report). 
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2.2. RESA’s interest regarding IT investment is likely O&M costs and 

is not relevant to this case. 

As previously noted, RESA indicates it wants to ensure that Columbia has 

“invested appropriately,” and will continue to invest, “in information technology 

to upgrade its billing and gas scheduling systems” and meters.11 But these in-

vestments are similar to the investments that Columbia previously made for its 

CHOICE suppliers. As it discussed in Columbia’s Memorandum Contra RESA’s 

Motion to Intervene, Columbia has modified its bills and tariffs to provide for 

several billing enhancements, including: 

 Providing CRNGS providers with the option to bill commodity-

related charges to their customers via rate-ready billing, bill-ready 

billing, or a combination of the two;12 

 Providing CRNGS providers with the option to bill customers a 

charge, rather than a rate, and to CHOICE Prepay service;13 and 

 Implementing CHOICE Immediate Enrollment and CHOICE Pre-

pay service.14 

And these IT costs and expenses have not been capital in nature. Con-

versely, the purpose of the CEP Rider is to capture capital expenses. And the 

Stipulation – which CRNGS supplier IGS has signed and supports – contains fur-

ther commitments to investigating and making further investments in its IT sys-

tems for non-residential CHOICE customers, if those investments prove feasible 

and cost-effective.15 Therefore, RESA’s request for an extension to provide a wit-

ness to testify to its interests in IT investment is not necessary. 

                                                 
11  RESA Reply Supp. Motion to Intervene at 1, 3. 

12 In re Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. to Revise its Tariffs to Allow for the Implementation of 

Bill-Ready Service, Case No. 15-691-GA-ATA, Finding and Order, ¶ 5 (Aug. 26, 2015). 

13 In re Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. for a Waiver of Ohio Adm.Code 4901:1-13-11(B)(9), 

Case No. 16-653-GA-WVR, Entry, ¶¶ 5-6 (July 20, 2016). 

14 In re Application of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. to Revise its Tariffs to Implement Immediate CHOICE 

Enrollment and CHOICE Pre-pay, Case No 16-2430-GA-ATA, Finding and Order, ¶ 1 (May 24, 

2017). 

15 Stipulation at 7, ¶ 12 (Oct. 25, 2018). 
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2.3. RESA’s proposal to significantly delay the resolution of this pro-

ceeding further weighs against granting its intervention. 

Of course, RESA’s motion to vacate the procedural schedule and establish 

a new, longer schedule is only relevant if the Commission grants RESA’s motion 

to intervene in this proceeding. As Columbia and OCC expressed in their joint 

Memorandum Contra RESA’s Motion to Intervene in this proceeding, filed Octo-

ber 1, RESA should not be a party in the first place, and the original grounds for 

opposing RESA’s intervention still stand. Moreover, as is discussed in Colum-

bia’s Motion to Strike RESA’s Objections filed today, many if not most of RESA’s 

objections to Columbia’s Amended Application and the Stipulation are actually 

objections to the authority granted in R.C. 4929.111 and the Commission’s alter-

native rate plan regulations. 

However, RESA’s latest Motion offers substantial new grounds for deny-

ing intervention. Ohio statute and the Commission’s rules both require the 

Commission to weigh “[w]hether the intervention by [a] prospective intervenor 

will unduly prolong or delay the proceedings * * *.”16 Columbia did not previous-

ly challenge RESA’s intervention on this ground, because nothing in RESA’s Mo-

tion to Intervene gave Columbia reason to question RESA’s assurance that “its 

intervention would not result in an undue delay of the proceeding.”17 But now, 

RESA is explicitly asking the Commission to delay the resolution of this proceed-

ing. And RESA is not simply seeking a short extension to address the recently 

filed Stipulation. Instead, it is seeking: an extended deadline for testimony sup-

porting the Stipulation, which no other party has yet requested; a filing date for 

Staff testimony in response to objections to the Staff report, which Staff has not 

requested; a reopening of discovery; a nearly two-month extension to file testi-

mony opposing the Stipulation; and an even longer continuance of the hearing 

date. Because RESA’s Motion clearly demonstrates that RESA’s intervention 

would unduly prolong or delay the proceedings, RESA’s motion to intervene 

should be denied. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Columbia and OCC originally opposed RESA’s motion to intervene on 

numerous grounds, all of which still stand. But RESA’s Motion to Vacate the Ex-

isting Procedural Schedule and Establish a New Procedural Schedule provides 

                                                 
16 R.C. 4903.221(B)(3); Ohio Adm. Code 4901-1-11(B)(3). 

17  RESA Motion to Intervene at 6. 
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an additional, important reason to deny intervention. RESA has now made clear 

that it cannot comply with the existing procedural schedule in this case. Conse-

quently, allowing RESA to intervene would unduly prolong and delay these pro-

ceedings – past the holidays, past the New Year, and past the Stipulation’s pro-

posed effective date for the CEP Rider rate and Federal Tax Reform Rate reduc-

tion. And RESA has not demonstrated good cause for the two-month extension 

of the testimony deadline, and two-month continuance of the hearing, that it 

now seeks in this proceeding.  

For all of these reasons, Columbia respectfully requests that the Commis-

sion deny RESA’s Motion to Vacate or simply deny RESA’s Motion to Intervene.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/ Eric B. Gallon     

Eric B. Gallon   (0071465) 

  (Counsel of Record) 

Mark Stemm (0023146) 

Emily Lane (0095947) 

Porter Wright Morris & Arthur LLP 

41 South High Street 

Columbus, OH 43215 

Telephone:  (614) 227-2190 

Email:           egallon@porterwright.com 

           mstemm@porterwright.com 

           elane@porterwright.com 

 

mailto:egallon@porterwright.com
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Stephen B. Seiple, Asst. General Counsel 

(0003809) 

Joseph M. Clark, Sr. Counsel (0080711) 

Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. 

290 W. Nationwide Blvd. 

P.O. Box 117 

Columbus, OH 43216-0117 

Telephone:   (614) 460-4648 

  (614) 460-6988 

Email:  sseiple@nisource.com  

  josephclark@nisource.com 

 

(Willing to accept service by e-mail) 

  

Attorneys for  

COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO, INC. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

The Public Utilities Commission of Ohio’s e-filing system will electronically 

serve notice of the filing of this document on the parties referenced on the service 

list of the docket card who have electronically subscribed to the case. In addition, 

the undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the foregoing document is also 

being served via electronic mail on the 29th day of October, 2018, upon the par-

ties and movant listed below: 

 

Ohio Attorney General’s Office 
jodi.bair@ohioattorneygeneral.gov  

robert.eubanks@ohioattorneygeneral.gov 

Industrial Energy Users – Ohio 
fdarr@mwncmh.com 

mpritchard@mwncmh.com 

The Kroger Co. 
paul@carpenterlipps.com 

dutton@carpenterlipps.com 

The Office of the Ohio Consumers’ 

Counsel 
bryce.mckenney@occ.ohio.gov 

Ohio Energy Group 
dboehm@BKLlawfirm.com 

mkurtz@BKLlawfirm.com 

kboehm@BKLlawfirm.com 

jkylercohn@BKLlawfirm.com 

Ohio Manufacturers’ Association 

Energy Group 

bojko@carpenterlipps.com 

dressel@carpenterlipps.com 

Ohio Partners for Affordable      

Energy 
cmooney@ohiopartners.org 

Retail Energy Supply Association 
mjsettineri@vorys.com  

glpetrucci@vorys.com  

Interstate Gas Supply, Inc. 
mnugent@igsenergy.com 

joliker@igsenergy.com 

 

 

/s/ Eric B. Gallon     

Eric B. Gallon 

 

Attorney for 

COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO, INC. 
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